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Rationale 

The school centred initial teacher training course offered by Yorkshire and Humber Teacher Training (YHTT) leads 

to Qualified Teacher Status (QTS) and trains student teachers for a profession.  The professional expectations 

covered in this policy have been discussed with school partners and are produced here to give student teachers 

some guidance of what is expected of them.  

The professional expectations listed in this policy is not exclusive and mentors may have their own guidance on 

professionalism for trainees particular to their placement school.  Mentors will discuss these aspects with student 

teachers in relevant meetings in school. 

This policy covers professional conduct including absence and disciplinary procedures. 

General expectations 
Student teachers are expected to: 

• Attend all taught sessions and be punctual. As a professional course, full attendance is a requirement. 

• Let their subject director (or the primary lead for primary trainees) know if they are ill and unable to 

attend. 

• Talk to their subject director (or the primary lead) if they are having difficulties completing their work 

/ meeting deadlines / are having a crisis. YHTT will try and help trainee teachers manage as much as 

we can. 

• Assume that requests for absence from taught sessions will not be given unless there are exceptional 

circumstances. Trainee teachers should discuss this with their subject tutor in the first instance. 

• Meet all relevant deadlines as required. 

• Be sensitive to others and their opinions. 

• Be proactive. 

• Use the VLE effectively and engage in e-learning as appropriate. 

• There will be times when trainee teachers may have different views from those of their mentors in 

school.  It is perfectly acceptable to express these as long as the trainee teacher does so in a way that 

is professionally courteous.  Experience tells us that trainees do this most successfully when they seek 

advice from Subject Tutors in how to resolve differences in schools.  It is therefore the responsibility 

of the trainee to seek advice and guidance prior to tackling difficult issues in schools; 

• At no point should a Trainee ever repeat anything negative they have experienced or heard another 

Trainee say about their experiences in a school 

In School  

Timing and punctuality  
• Trainee teachers need to arrive in good time in the morning before school starts (including staff 

briefings) 

• They should expect to stay at the end of the school day to catch up on work or discuss matters with 

their mentor 

• They must inform the school in good time if they are unavoidably absent (following their agreed 

procedures). Acceptable reasons include illness, job interviews and bereavement. Where possible 

they will be expected to set work for the classes they are missing and they should liaise on this with 

their subject mentor. If there is any uncertainty at all the situation should be discussed with the 

school mentor. If a trainee teacher is absent without good reason they may be asked to leave the 

school. 

Dress code 
Trainee teachers will be given advice on this by their subject director as well as their mentors and must adhere to 

the guidance for their placement school. It is always better to over-dress if they are unsure.  
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School dress code may include tattoos and piercings – trainee teachers must follow school guidelines on this and 

do not be offended if they are asked to cover up a tattoo or remove a piercing. 

In the department 
Trainee teachers should attend all department meetings and other meetings in school as required. This includes 

INSET days or evening meetings. Where possible, trainee teachers should also attend open evenings and parents’ 

evenings. 

Trainee teachers should try to get involved as much as they can with their department/primary school and be 

seen as a valued member in the time available to you. 

4. Paperwork 

• You must complete a lesson plan for all lessons taught and you need to pass these on for comment to 

your mentor in good time before the lesson. You need to follow mentor guidance on the precise 

timescale but two days would normally be considered a minimum to allow feedback. Your teaching 

files should be available for visiting tutors. 

• You need to follow department guidelines on marking and recording and to make sure you mark 

regularly as required. You need to be able to hand over these marks and any other data when you 

leave your placement. Your markbook and records should also be available for visiting tutors. 

• You are responsible for your own paperwork. You should have these available at all times for mentors 

and tutors to discuss with you. 

Around school 

• Remember you are now a teacher and need to behave professionally at all times around school. This 

includes the staff room, dining hall, corridors and outside areas.  

• Always consider carefully what you say and do and how this will be perceived by staff and pupils. 

• You must never share your mobile phone number with any pupil and should not contact them on 

their mobile phones or via social media. Please make sure your mobile is switched off during lessons. 

• If you are ever unsure, ask your mentors for advice. 

• You should expect to be involved in the pastoral life of the school, and this will include a form group 

and other activities such as assemblies.  

After school 

• This is an important time for meetings, preparation and for discussion with your mentor.  

• Try and make the most of this time if you can. Your school would not expect you to leave 

straightaway after lessons end unless you have a good reason. 

• Are there any after-school activities in which you can get involved? What are your passions or 

interests? Can you share these with your pupils? 

Outside school 

• Remember that being a teacher is a way of life, not just a job. How you are perceived outside of 

school is important and so you will have to think about this in your own social life and on the way to 

and from school.  You are now a role model in the community! 

• This includes the online world. Please consider your presence on the web and monitor your privacy 

settings if necessary. Pupils will be curious about you and so you will need to be very careful about 

your ‘virtual self’ from now on. 

• If you are ever unsure about anything connected to the course, please ask your mentors or tutors for 

advice. You should always do this sooner rather than later so that any issues can be resolved quickly. 

In Taught Sessions 

It is essential to recognise that while in centre-based training you are now in a professional postgraduate 

environment and as such the expectations of professional conduct are very different to those you may have 
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experienced as an undergraduate.  During training your behaviour is monitored at all times and will have an 

impact both on your final grades and your references. 

 

In training sessions: 

• Phones must be turned off or switched to silent; 

• Laptops may be used if the lecturer agrees that this is appropriate; 

• No food is to be consumed during lectures unless you have obtained permission for medical reasons; 

• You should behave with professional decorum at all times, this will include addressing trainers in a 

manner that is respectful and listening attentively during taught sessions; 

• When discussing school experiences (in sessions and in breaks) please be careful not to identify the 

schools; 

• It is important to recognise that training sessions are a place where you can discuss issues relating to 

practice but they are not a forum to air concerns about your placements – this should be done with your 

Subject Tutors who are best placed to advise you; 

• Training sessions operate under Chatham House rules and you should therefore never repeat any 

sensitive information; 

• During training sessions, you will be asked to sit with new groups of trainees in order to have as wide a 

range of experiences in schools to discuss as is possible, it is an expectation that you comply with trainers 

requests for you to sit in particular places; 

• If you are going to arrive late you should notify the trainer and office prior to the start of the lecture 

whenever possible*; 

• If arriving late please ensure that you apologise to the trainer; 

• If you need to leave early you should ask permission from your trainer or from SCITT management; 

• Persistent late arrival or early departure will accrue unauthorised absences that may prevent you from 

gaining QTS**; 

• Trainees should be aware that bullying or harassment of other trainees (including by exclusion) will not be 

tolerated during training sessions; 

• Trainees must be sensitive to the amount of time they demand individually from trainers. If you have lots 

of questions most trainers will be happy to discuss them with you during the break. 

* Please note that trainers keep registers for all sessions 

** If you are more than 30 minutes late arriving or early leaving this will accrue a half-day absence. 

Underpinning Principles 
• The welfare of the child is paramount; 

• It is the responsibility of all adults to safeguard and promote the welfare of children and young 

people; 

• Trainees who work with children are responsible for their own actions and behaviour and should 

avoid any conduct that would lead any reasonable person to question their motivation and intentions; 

• The same professional standards should always be applied regardless of culture, disability, gender, 

language, racial origin, religious belief and/or sexual identity; 

• It is the responsibility of Trainees to ensure that their behaviour complies with Part 2 of the QTS 

standards and never brings the SCITT or its partner schools into disrepute; 

• Trainees should continually monitor and review their practice and ensure they follow the guidance 

contained in this document. 
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Absence 
The course is a very short one and to reach Qualified Teacher Status and a PGCE in one year is inevitably a 

demanding task. 

Attendance at all elements of the course is, therefore, a compulsory matter and not a voluntary one. 

Reasons for absence 

The only automatic reason for an authorised absence is where a trainee is ill.  Requests for absences for any other 

reason must be made to the SCITT Director.  All other absences from lectures should be reported to the Course 

Administrator.   Absence from school must be reported to the Course Administrator as well as to the school.   

Absence for up to five days is covered by normal self-certification procedures, whereas absences longer than 5 

days will require a doctor’s certificate. 

All non-sickness absence should be discussed with the SCITT Director beforehand, to see if it is appropriate. 

Missing taught sessions 

Trainees absent from taught sessions, for any reason, should automatically obtain the missing day’s lecture notes 

from SharePoint.  Trainees will be required to complete a 300-word essay on each taught session they have 

missed.  Absences exceeding 5 days during the year will require an interview with the SCITT Director and may 

result in the need for additional tuition or the completion of additional days school practice. 

Teaching Practices 

The maximum number of days that may be missed on each practice is 5.  In the event that more than 5 days are 

missed the trainee may be asked to replace the extra missing days at the end of the course in a suitable school 

situation.  In any case if the trainee misses sufficient days that they have not completed the statutory 

requirement for 120 days in school they will be required to complete additional days at the end of the training 

or during other periods in the training programme. 

Total absences 

The maximum number of days that may potentially be missed during the whole course is 15 days.  Absence in 

excess of this will normally lead to the trainee being asked to replace the extra missing days at the end of the 

course. 

Absences when applying for jobs 

In the case of absences from school in order to visit other schools trainees must: 

1. Request permission from the Head Teacher not Class or School Mentors and must notify the Course 

Administrator.  When visiting schools in order to apply for jobs trainees must make every effort to 

visit schools at times when you will miss the minimum of time for example at the beginning and ends 

of the day or around lunchtime; 

2. In the event that more than 5 days are missed the trainee may be asked to replace the extra missing 

days at the end of the course in a suitable school situation.  In any case if the trainee misses sufficient 

days that they have not completed the statutory requirement for 120 days in school they will be 

required to complete additional days at the end of the training. 

Breaches of the Code 
A trainee will have breached the Partnership Code of Conduct if he/she has: 

a. Engaged in any conduct which prevents, obstructs or disrupts: 

i. Teaching, learning or research carried out within the Partnership or as part of its wider 

programme of teaching, learning or research; 

ii. The administration of the YHTT SCITT; 
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iii. The holding of, or the orderly conduct of, any meeting or activity approved by the Partnership or 

its schools; 

b. Failed to act in such a way as to protect the freedom of speech of others involved in the work of the 

Partnership; 

c. Assaulted, sexually harassed or otherwise harmed any fellow trainee or member of staff, or engaged in 

sexist or racist behaviour such as may be liable to give serious offence to pupils, fellow trainees, staff or 

members of the local community; 

d. Deliberately misused or damaged any learning materials, equipment, furniture, books, fittings or property 

belonging to or under control of the YHTT or the property of any trainee, member of staff or pupil; 

e. Misappropriated any funds or assets of YHTT; 

f. Committed a breach of any general or specific regulations; 

g. Invaded or abused or attempted to abuse the security, integrity or privacy of any files or confidential 

material (including those held within computer systems); 

h. Been guilty of any criminal offence such as will damage the good name of YHTT, or behaved in such a way 

on the premises as would be deemed to amount to a criminal offence, had such behaviour occurred in a 

public place; 

i. Acts in a way that brings the partnership or its member schools into disrepute. 

Reporting breaches of standards of good conduct 
The SCITT is committed to achieving high standards of integrity and accountability and expects the same 

commitment from its employees, part-time members of staff, trainees and others working in the Partnership’s 

schools.  As such the SCITT wishes to promote an open environment that enables staff to raise issues in a 

constructive way and with confidence that they will be acted upon appropriately without fear of recrimination.  

All trainees will be expected to bring to the attention of their Subject Tutor any deficiency in the provision of 

service or care. Similarly, any impropriety or breach of policy must be reported in the same way.   

Confidentiality 
• Working in a school environment means having access, in a variety of ways, to information that must 

be regarded as confidential.  As a general rule, all information received, no matter how it is received, 

should be regarded as sensitive and confidential; 

• Trainees must be aware that they may be obliged to disclose information relating to child protection 

issues and should make it clear to the individual either that confidentiality cannot be guaranteed 

and/or decline to receive the information and direct them to a more appropriate colleague. 

Responsibility of trainees in possession of sensitive information 

Trainees have a responsibility to make sure sensitive information is stored securely. 

They should: 

• Make sure filing cabinets are kept locked when unattended; 

• Make sure sensitive information is not left on desks or the photocopier / fax / printer; 

• Make sure papers are not left lying around at home or in the car.  If confidential materials or 

paperwork are taken out of the Partnership offices or schools, precautions must be taken to ensure 

they are not accessible to third parties; 

• Make sure steps are taken to ensure that private/confidential telephone calls/conversations are not 

overheard; 

• Make sure meetings where sensitive or confidential information is being discussed are held in a 

secure environment; 

• Make sure confidential paperwork should be disposed of correctly either by shredding it or using the 

confidential waste facility; 

• Make sure personal data is not used for training or demonstration purposes where fictional data can 

be used. 
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Trainees have a responsibility to ensure that computer data is stored securely.   

They should: 

• Make sure computer data is not left exposed to others’ view when unattended – screen savers should 

be used; 

• Make sure sensitive data is not stored on public folders. 

Security 

The partnership follows sound professional practices to secure email records, data and system programmes under 

its control.  As with standard paper-based mail systems, confidentiality of email cannot be 100% assured.  

Consequently, users should consider the risks when transmitting highly confidential or sensitive information and 

use the appropriate level of security measure. 

Information Technology and The Internet 

• Trainees should never take the decision to take images of school children they are working with without 

prior consent from the responsible person in school; 

• It is not appropriate for trainees to take photographs of children for their personal use; 

• Trainees must ensure that they do not infringe any copyright restrictions on materials accessed or 

transmitted via the Internet; 

• Trainees must avoid deliberately accessing any material that might be considered offensive or 

inappropriate (this includes all racist and sexist information) together with any material that might be 

considered to be pornographic.  It also includes sites promoting violence, offensive language and unlawful 

conduct. 

• Trainees should report any accidental accessing of such material to the SCITT Director so that it may be 

noted and the facts recorded. 

• Trainees should ensure that files downloaded from the Internet are checked for viruses before being used 

in schools or added to their shared folders on Google Docs and ensure that appropriate action is taken if a 

virus is detected; 

• Trainees emails addresses have professionally appropriate names; 

• Emails must never contain illegal, lewd or offensive materials or language; 

• SCITT and other Trainees’ email addresses must never be used to send bulk emails apart from those which 

may be considered to be necessary to support their work as a trainee teacher; 

• Trainees should ensure that they do not send emails or submit posts on social networking sites (such as 

Facebook) that are defamatory or libellous in nature and that could result in legal action being taken; 

• Trainees are expected to acknowledge all individual emails from SCITT staff (you need not do this for 

group emails unless specifically requested to do so).  It is an expectation that SCITT administrative staff 

are treated with respect and consideration. 

• Trainees must not deliberately undertake activities with any of the following characteristics:  

o Corrupting or destroying other users’ data; 

o Violating the privacy of other users; 

Use of SharePoint and any Facebook page 

SharePoint is predominantly an area for sharing course related information.  

We strongly advise Trainees not to set up shared pages on Facebook relating to the course as the misuse of these 

pages is unfortunately all too easy and any comments made on these pages considered to be in any way 

derogatory will lead to all trainees involved being the subject of disciplinary action. 

With regard to personal Facebook pages, once you have joined the teaching profession (including your training 

period) you will need to manage your Facebook page carefully. 
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• At no time should reference be made to schools, pupils or YHTT on personal Facebook pages, even if 

anonymised; 

• Trainees must avoid the creation or transmission of any offensive, obscene or indecent images, data or 

other material, or any data capable of being resolved into obscene or indecent images or material; 

• Trainees must avoid the creation or transmission of material that is designed or likely to cause annoyance, 

inconvenience or needless anxiety; 

• The creation or transmission of defamatory material; 

• The transmission of material such that this infringes the Intellectual Property Rights of another person; 

Relationships 
It is the responsibility of trainees to declare at the start of each academic year any personal relationships or 

business interests that may cause a professional conflict of interest.  This may include: 

• Where there is a conflict of interest or where there is reasonable doubt about their ability to act 

impartially; 

• Where they have pecuniary interest, for example contracts; 

• If a relative (including spouse) living with them has pecuniary interest. 

 

Trainees are required to declare at Induction any prior relationships to any members of SCITT staff or to staff in 

any of its partnership schools.  Failure to disclose this information may lead to disciplinary action being taken. 

Neutrality  
The Partnership serves the community as a whole.  It follows that trainees must serve all members of the 

Partnership community, including the school community where they spend much of their time. Trainees will also 

come into contact with the public and must ensure that the individual rights of all of these groups are respected. 

Trainees must not allow their own personal, political, religious or other views and opinions to interfere with their 

work. 

Political Restriction 
Trainees are not restricted from political activity but their behaviour must never bring the Partnership into 

disrepute. 
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Trainee Disciplinary Procedures 
Yorkshire and Humber Teacher Training is committed to being fair and reasonable and it takes this commitment 

seriously.  It recognises that instances may arise in which schools are dissatisfied with the conduct of a trainee and 

that in such cases there is a need for a formal procedure through which the issues can be identified without delay 

and appropriate action taken in a consistent and non-discriminatory manner.  

The day-to-day supervision of trainees is part of the normal management process and is outside the formal 

procedure for dealing with breaches of discipline.  There is likely to be less recourse to the SCITT formal procedure 

if deficiencies in a trainee’s conduct are brought to his/her attention at the earliest possible stage by his/her 

mentor or tutor.   YHTT intends that informal measures are adopted wherever possible. 

The object of the formal procedure is to provide a framework to deal with Trainees whose standard of conduct 

continues to fall short of that required by the SCITT after any informal action.  It is also designed to encourage a 

Trainee whose standard of conduct is unsatisfactory to improve. 

SCITT policy requires that: 

• Trainees and staff are to raise and deal with matters promptly and consistently 

• Necessary investigation is carried out 

• The SCITT Director inform Trainees and give them the opportunity to out their case before decisions 

are made 

• Trainees are able to be accompanied at all formal meetings  

It is the responsibility of all Trainees to: 

• Be aware of and comply with general rules and procedures referred to in the course handbook;  

• Comply with the SCITT’s disciplinary and other procedures and to co-operate with the processes 

contained therein (a full copy of the policy and procedures can be requested from the SCITT Office). 

 

Where a trainee's conduct is called into question the SCITT Director will conduct such investigations as s/he may 

consider necessary.  The purpose of the investigation is to gather sufficient information to determine whether or 

not the matter needs to be pursued formally at a disciplinary hearing.  Where appropriate, the trainee will be 

given ample opportunity to state his/her case and the investigation may involve interviewing witnesses, other 

relevant parties and taking statements. 

All reasonable effort will be made to complete the investigation without delay. 

If, following the investigation, The SCITT Director feels that disciplinary action is necessary s/he shall arrange for 

this to be undertaken in accordance with the SCITT disciplinary procedures as described in the course handbooks. 

Formal disciplinary action will not be taken against a trainee without prior investigation, other than in exceptional 

circumstances. 

 

Where a trainee admits an allegation, it may not be necessary for The SCITT Director to carry out a lengthy 

investigation.  Any hearing in these circumstances would be to consider the allegation, the trainee’s admittance 

and any mitigation they wish to put forward. 

It will be open to a trainee to accept a proposed disciplinary sanction without being subject to the full normal 

procedure.  This is called an ‘agreed outcome’. 
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In certain circumstances, The SCITT Director may conclude that formal disciplinary action is not necessary but that 

professional advice should be given to the trainee.  This will be in the form of a letter of expectation that will be 

placed on the trainee’s file indefinitely. 

Suspension 
Suspension may be effected normally only where: 

• There is a risk to others within the school; 

• The allegations are so serious that dismissal from the course would be a possible outcome 

• Allowing the trainee to remain in school or attend lectures could hinder the investigatory process. 

Where appropriate, suspension will only be applied after alternative measures have been carefully considered. 

Only the Accounting Officer and the SCITT Director have the power to suspend a trainee. 

A suspension can only be ended by The SCITT Director or the SCITT Board.  

During a period of suspension, the trainee will receive his/her bursary payment.  Where a trainee falls sick during 

a period of suspension, the normal arrangements will apply.   

The trainee’s subject tutor will be a contact point for suspended trainees for school business issues.  Their role will 

not be to discuss support the disciplinary process.  

Disciplinary hearings 
If after investigation, The SCITT Director considers that a formal sanction or dismissal is appropriate, s/he will 

refer the matter to a formal hearing.   Disciplinary hearings will be carried out without undue delay. 

The Trainee will be given at least five working days' notice, in writing, of the date, time and place of any 

disciplinary hearing.  When given this notice, the Trainee will be:  

• Informed of the nature and details of the alleged misconduct;  

• Informed of his/her right to be accompanied at the hearing by a representative and of his/her right to call 

witnesses;  

• Supplied with a copy of the SCITT director‘s written report which is to be considered at the hearing, 

including any witness statements;  

• Given an indication of the possible disciplinary penalty which could be imposed if the allegations were 

found to be substantiated;  

• Informed who will conduct the hearing and those to be called; 

• Given a copy of the SCITT’s disciplinary procedure. 

Not later than three working days before the hearing the Trainee: 

• Must supply the name and status of his/her representative; 

• Must supply the names of any witnesses s/he intends to call and an outline the evidence they will give; 

• May submit a written statement or other supporting written evidence if s/he wishes, either direct or 

through his/her representative. 

At the hearing the Trainee and/or his/her representative and the person presenting the case may: 

• Address those conducting the hearing; 

• Be questioned by the other party and by those hearing the case, on the statements made by them and on 

any evidence they have submitted; 

• Question the other party on any relevant aspect of his/her evidence. 
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An opportunity will be given at the end of the process for both parties to make a summary statement of their 

case.  The Trainee or his/her representative will have the right to speak last; 

Trainees are required to take all reasonable steps to attend hearings.  Hearings may be re-arranged once where 

either party or their representatives are unable to attend for a reason that was not reasonably foreseeable.  

Where a Trainee fails to a provide good reason for non-attendance, those hearing the case will make a decision 

about whether or not to proceed. 

Possible outcomes of a hearing 
Where those hearing a formal disciplinary case conclude that there is sufficient evidence to support the 

allegation(s), they may apply an appropriate sanction, including dismissal.  Any decision of the hearing will satisfy 

the test of reasonableness in all the circumstances and any sanctions will be proportionate to the nature of the 

misconduct.  The following mitigating circumstances will be considered: 

• The Trainee's disciplinary and general record; 

• Any explanation or mitigation put forward by the Trainee; 

• Any other relevant factors. 

 

Depending on the circumstances, disciplinary action could take the following forms: 

• Written warning e.g. where there has been a failure to conform to standards  

• Final written warning e.g. where there is further misconduct or the misconduct is considered to be 

sufficiently serious. 

• Removal from the course with notice e.g. where conduct has failed to improve following previous 

warning(s). 

• Summary removal from the course e.g. where an act of gross misconduct has been committed. 

 

Warnings will set out the: 

• Nature of the misconduct and expectations of future conduct 

• Length of the warning 

• Consequences of future misconduct. 

 

Notification of outcome of disciplinary hearing 
Where possible the decision of the hearing will be notified verbally to the Trainee at the end of the hearing.  In 

any case the Trainee will be issued with a written notification of the outcome within five working days of the 

hearing; 

In case of removal from the course, the letter will contain notice, where appropriate, of removal.  This may be 

rescinded subsequently on appeal.  

Trainees will be asked to sign a copy of such notifications to confirm that they have a received and understood 

them.  

 

Appeals 
A Trainee has a right of appeal against any disciplinary sanction reached at a disciplinary hearing, including an 

extension of the time limit for written warnings.  A Trainee may forego his/her right to appeal. 
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Notice of any appeal must be given in writing to the SCITT Director within five working days of the written 

notification to the Trainee of the outcome of the disciplinary hearing, clearly stating the grounds upon which the 

appeal is made.  These may be, for example: 

• On procedural grounds, 

• Against the severity of the disciplinary action, or 

• Where the trainee considers that there has been an error of judgement on a point of fact. 

All appeals will be heard by the SCITT Board’s Disciplinary/Dismissal Appeal Committee.  The decision of this 

Committee is final, subject to the Trainee’s rights at law. 

The appellant will be given at least five working days' notice of the appeal hearing in writing.  An appeal hearing 

will normally be a re-hearing and the procedure will be as for the original hearing. 

New evidence, provided it is relevant to the original allegation(s), can be introduced at the appeal stage by either 

party.  All parties’ papers must be submitted to the other party and the Appeals Committee at least 3 working 

days before the appeal hearing.   

The outcome of the appeal will be notified as for the original hearing, except in that there is no further right of 

appeal within these procedures. 

 

Records 
Notes of hearings and meetings with the trainee will be taken and shared with him/her. 

Details of any formal disciplinary action, including any warnings will be retained on the Trainee’s personal file.   

Letters of expectation are not disciplinary sanctions and will remain on the trainee’s personal file for the duration 

of the course. 

If an investigation or hearing concludes that an allegation is totally unsubstantiated, all records will be removed 

from the trainee’s personal file.  The only exception would be where the allegation relates to safeguarding issues. 

Details of any on-going disciplinary action and/or sanctions, and in the case of safeguarding matters, expired 

warnings, will be referred to in a trainee reference requested of the SCITT Director.  Only such information as has 

been discussed with the trainee will be referred to. 

 

Grievances 
If a trainee raises a grievance during the course of the disciplinary procedure, related to the case, the grievance 

will normally be dealt with as part of the formal disciplinary hearing/appeal process.  If appropriate, given the 

nature of the grievance, the disciplinary process may be temporarily suspended in order to deal with the 

grievance. 

Trainees can find details of acceptable and unacceptable conduct in the SCITT code of conduct, and the SCITT 

safeguarding policy. 

 

 


